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In the present paper the asymptotic and globally asymptotic stability of the zero 
solution of systems with impulses is investigated. For this purpose piecewise 
continuous auxiliary functions are used which are an analogue of Lyapunov’s 
functions. The theorem of Marachkov on the asymptotic stability of systems 
without impulses is generalized. The results obtained are formulated in six 
theorems. p 1989 Academic Press. Inc 
1. LVTR~D~CTION 
Systems of differential equations with impulses are used as mathematical 
models of various real processes and phenomena studied by physics, 
biology, control theory, etc., which are subject during their evolution to 
short-time perturbations in the form of impulses. That is why in the recent 
years these systems have been the object of numerous investigations 
[l-11]. 
An object of consideration in the present paper is systems with impulses 
of the form 
.t = X(t, x), 2 # 7,(x); Ax/,=,,,,,=Zi(x)> 
where x E R”, X: I x R” + R”, I,: R” 4 R”, T',: R" + R, I = [0, m), 
Ax I f = T!(x) =x(t+O)-x(t-0). 
Such systems are characterized by the fact that under the action of a 
force of negligible duration the mapping point of the extended phase space 
when meeting some of the hypersurfaces {(t, x) E Ix R” : t = TJx)} jumps 
momentarily from the position (t, x(t)) to the position (t, x(t) + Zi(x( t))). 
In the present paper the asymptotic stability of the zero solution of 
systems with impulses is studied. For this purpose piecewise continuous 
auxiliary functions are used which are an analogue of Lyapunov’s functions 
[9]. The main result is a generalization of the theorem of Marachkov [ 123 
on the asymptotic stability of systems without impulses. It is proved that 
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for the asymptotic stability of the zero solution of the system with impulses 
considered it suffkes only some of the components of X(t, x) to be 
bounded for bounded values of jlxil. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTES AND DEFINITIONS 
Let R” be the s-dimensional Euclidean space with a norm 11. II. Let 
I= [O, co), IF!%= {XE R": IJx/I <H}. 
Consider the system of differential equations with impulses 
where XER”, ~ER~,~:ZXR>+IW”, g:ZxR”,-+R”, ~:ZXIR”,XR”,--+~R”, 
Ai: R”, + KY, Bi: Rm, + R”, ci: Rn, x Rm, + R”, 2, : Rn, x Rm, + R’, 
Ax I z = T,(x. y) =x(t+O)-x(f-01, AyI,=.,,,,,,,=y(t+O)-y(f-0). 
Let t,eZ, X~E [w;, y0 E KG. Denote by (4~ to, x0, yo), At; to, x0, Y,)) 
the solution of system (1) satisfying the initial conditions x(t, + 0; 
to, x07 Yo) =x0, y(to + 0; to, x0, yo) = yo. The solutions (x(t), y(t)) of 
system (1) are piecewise continuous functions with points of discontinuity 
of the first type in which they are left continuous; i.e., at the moment t, 
when the integral curve of the solution (x(t), y(t)) meets the hypersurface 
a,={(t,x,y)EzX[W”,X[Wm,:t=Zi(X,y)} 
the following relations are satisfied: 
x( t, - 0) = x( fi), Ax/,=,,=A;(x(t;))+Bi(y(ti)), 
At;- 0) = At,)3 AY It= t, = Ci(x(t;), I). 
Together with system (1) we consider the following system with 
impulses: 
i =f(l, x), t # 5i(x, 0); AxI,= r,(.cO) =Ai( (2) 
We shall say that conditions (A) hold if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
Al. The functions f(t, x), g(t, y), h(t, x, y) are continuous in their 
definition domains and f( t, 0) = 0, g( t, 0) = 0, h( t, 0,O) = 0 for t E Z. 
A2. There exists a constant L>O such that IlZr(t, x, y)II <L, 
(t, x, Y)EZX R>x [w;. 
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A3. There exists a continuous function P: I -+ I such that P(0) = 0 
and II g(t, y)l/ d P( II ~4 1 for (t, 1’1 E Ix R’i. 
A4. The functions A,, B,, C, are continuous in their definition 
domains and A,(O) =O, B,(O) = 0, c',(O, 0) = 0. 
A5. If XE Rl;, and J@:, then I/-Y + A,(x) + B,(y)11 d l/xl1 and 
l/y+ C,(x, .Y)ll d llyll, i= 1, 2% “‘. 
A6. The functions zi(x, y) are continuous and for (x, y) E iw; x Rll) 
the following relations hold: 
O<t,(x, y)<s,(x, y)< ..., lim ti(x, v)= rc, 
I + i- 
uniformly in rW> x [WE, 
A7. For each point (I,, x,,, yO) E I x Rk x R$ the solution 
(x( t; t,, x0, yO), y( t; rO, x,,, yO)) of system ( 1) is unique and defined in 
(to, a). 
A8. For each point (to, x0) E Ix RX the solution x(t; to, x0) of system 
(2) satisfying x( t, + 0; t,, x0) = x0 is unique and exists for all t E (I,, a). 
We shall say that condition (B) is satisfied if the following condition 
holds: 
B. The integral curve of each solution of system (1) meets each of the 
hypersurfaces {nil at most once. 
Condition (B) means that for system (1) the phenomenon called 
“beating” is not observed. It is clear that in this case the integral curve 
of each solution of system (2) meets each of the hyper surfaces 
s,= {(t,x)dxR”,: t= T,(x, 0)} at most once; i.e., for system (2) the 
phenomenon “beating” is not observed either. We point out that efficient 
sufficient conditions which guarantee the absence of the phenomenon 
“beating” are given in [ 10, 111. 
We shall give definitions of some types of stability of the zero solution 
of system (1). 
DEFINITION 1. The zero solution of system (1) is called 
(a) stable if (V&>O)(Vft,~Z)(36=6(t,, E)>O) (V(x,,y,)~R;xiW;, 
Ilxoll + II Yell < s)(Vt > to): 
lldc to, x0, .Yo)l/ + II Y(G to, x09 .vo)ll < E; 
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(b) uniformly stable if the number 6 from (a) does not depend on 
t,E I; 
(c) attractive if (Vft,~Z)(3A = A(t,) >O)(Vs > 0) 
wo, Yo) E Kf x vi, I/xoll + II Yell < two = d&h x0, Yo, E) > 0) 
(Vt 2 to + 0): llx(t; to> x0, Yo)ll + II At; to> X03 .!Jo)ll < 6; 
(d) equi-attractive if the number 0 from (c) does not depend on 
(x0, L’o) E Rn, x &; 
(e) asymptotically stable if it is stable and attractive; 
(f) equi-asymptotically stable if it is stable and equi-attractive. 
In the following considerations we shall use the classes V. and w. of 
piecewise continuous functions which are an analogue of Lyapunov’s 
functions. 
Let 7.,(x, y) = 0 for (x, y) E R> x [w’$ Consider the sets 
Gi={(t,x,y)~Z~R~~R;:~i~,(~,y)<t<ti(x,y)} 
n,={(t,x)EIXR”,:ti~,(X,O)<t<t,(X,O)}. 
DEFINITION 2. We say that the function V: Z x lQ> x R; + R’ belongs to 
class V. if the following conditions hold: 
1. The function V is continuous in U;” Gi and is locally Lipschitz 
continuous with respect to x and y in each of the sets Gi. 
2. V(t,O,O)=O for tEZ. 
3. For each i= 1, 2, . . . and for any point (to, x0, vo) E gi there exist 
the finite limits 
lim vto + 0, x0, Yo) = (t,x,I.)’ ,,. xg lo) vt, x, Y) 
(r,x,P)Eii,+‘, 
and the equality V(t,-0, x0, yo) = V(t,, x0, yo) holds. 
4. For any point (t, x, y) E cr, the following inequality holds: 
V(t+O, x+Aj(x)+Bi(,V)3 .Y+ ci(x, .Y))G v(tt xt Y). (3) 
DEFINITION 3. We say that the function W: Ix R> + R’ belongs to 
class w. if the following conditions hold: 
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1. The function W is continuous in U; S-L, and is locally Lipschitr 
with respect to x in each of the sets Q,. 
2. W( t, 0) = 0 for t E 1. 
3. There exist the finite limits 
W( t, - 0, X”) = lim W(t, -xl, lim 
u.,y -+~ti.?i-“” Wfn + 03 -Q) = ,,,,)- (,,~, I,)) wt, -u) . , (r,rltR,-, 
for each i= 1, 2, and any point (t,, .Y”) E S, and the following equality 
holds: W( f, - 0, x0) = W(t,, x0). 
4. For any point (t, x) E si the following inequality holds: 
W(t+O,x+A,(x))b W(t,x). (4) 
Let VE Vi,. For (t, x, ~3) E U 7 G, we set 
P(,)(t,x, y)=lim supI [V(t+.s,x+sf(t, x) 
,-cl+ s 
Note that if x = x(t), y = y(t) is a solution of system (1 ), then 
TiCl,(t,x, y)=D+V(t, x, y), t#z;(~, y), where D+V(f,x, y) is the upper 
right Dini derivative of the function V(t, x(t), y(f)). 
Analogously one can define the function ci/,,,(t, X) for an arbitrary 
function WE w0 for (t, x) E U ;” 52,. 
We shall denote by X the class of all functions a: I+ Z which are 
continuous, strictly increasing, and such that a(O) = 0. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
We shall prove that the existence of functions of the classes V0 and %‘i 
with certain properties is a suflicient condition for the asymptotic and equi- 
asymptotic stability of the zero solution of system (1). 
THEOREM 1. Let the following conditions he fulfilled: 
1. Conditions (A) and (B) hold. 
2. There exist functions V E Yi and a, c E A” such thut 
4 II-4 + II Jll) 6 V(t, -x3 Y), (t,x,y)EfXR’;/XR’~ (5) 
~,,,(w, Y)G -4Illll) .for (t, -Y, y)~ fi G,. (6) 
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3. There exist functions WE wO and a,, c1 E X so that 
I Wt, ~1) - Wt, xz)l G d llx, --x2/I, tEZ,~~,x~E[WnH,O<d=const. (9) 
Then the zero solution of system (1) is asymptotically stable. 
ProojI Let 0 <E < H and to E I. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that to < r,(x, y) for (x, y)~ iw; x IRE. From the condition 
V( to, 0,O) = 0 and Definition 2 it follows that there exists a number 
S = &to, E) > 0 such that if (/x(( + /( yl( < 6, then V(to + 0, x, y) <a(E). 
Let X~E I&, Y, E Ki, llxoll + II yell < 6 and let x(t) = x(t; to, x0, Y,), 
y(t) = y( t; to, x0, yo) be a solution of (1). From (3) and (6) it follows that 
the function V( t, x(t), y(t)) is monotonely decreasing in (to, CC ), whence in 
view of (5) we obtain 
4.$t)ll + II y(t)11  G v(h 4th y(t)) G Vto + 0, x0, yo) <a(E) 
for t E (to, co). Hence the zero solution of system (1) is stable. 
Then we can choose a number A= A(t,) > 0 such that if llxoll + 11 yell < %, 
then Ilx(t)ll + 11 y(t)11 <H for any t > to. We shall prove that in this case 
lim, + r y(t; to, x0, Yo) = 0. 
If we suppose that this is not true, then for some so >O there exists a 
sequence { <, } tending to cc for R + 00 such that jly(<,+Jll >/so, R= 1, 2, . . . . 
If t, (i= 1, 2, . ..) are the moments when the integral curve of the solution 
(x(t), y(t)) meets the hypersurfaces G;, then for t # t, by A2 we obtain 
I I ; II y(t)ll G II J’(l)11 = IMC x(t), y(f))ll G L 
We shall prove that II y(t)11 2 so/2 for t E [tR - (&,/2L), <,I = J,. In fact, 
let 0 < tR - t d so/X. Integrating the inequality (d/dt) (( y(t)/1 G L from t to 
t R, we obtain 
I TV d f z IIy(z)ll d&L&-t)+ 
On the other hand, each interval J,, R = 1, 2, . . . . contains a finite 
number of the points { ti}. Assume, for instance, that these are the points 
t,s, f.Pb,, “‘> t,,,. Then by A5 we obtain 
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= II At, - O)lI - II At + O)ll 
.s + ,I 
+ c CllY(f,-OIlI - Ilv(t, , +O)lll 
,=A+ I 
-0)ll - II Y(f.,+. + O)ll + II Y(i’R 
2 II Y(5, 
Therefore, 
III - IlAtH. 
EO - II ill Q II ill - II y(f)ll < 6”: II y(t)11 dT d 2, 
whence we deduce that II y(t)11 3 ~~/2. 
If we choose a suitable subsequence of the sequence {CR} (which we 
again denote by { tR > ), we can assume that the intervals J, do not intersect 
one another and to < 5, - (s0/2L). 
Then from (6) we deduce that pic,,(t, x(t), y(t))< -c(s0/2) in the 
intervals J, and IjC,)(t, x(t), y(t)) 6 0 for the remaining values of t for 
which (t, x(t), y(t)) E U ;C G,. Integrating and applying (3) we obtain 
for R -+ (10 which contradicts (5). Hence lim,, r, y(t; to, x0, yo) =O. 
Next we shall prove that u’(t) = W(t, x(t)) + 0 for t + cc. 
Applying (9), we obtain 
W,,,(h -u) 6 W,,,(G x) + d II cdl> ~111 
for t E 1, XE [WL, y E IL!;, t # zi(x, y), i= 1,2, . . . . whence, by (8) and A3, we 
have 
fi& x(f))< -c,(Wt, .x(t)))+dP(I( y(t)ll) (10) 
for t Z 7,(x(f), y(f)). 
We set lim sup, _ r w(t) = a, lim inf, j Ix w(t) = /3. If we assume that c1> p, 
then for an arbitrarily small number p > 0 we can find sequences 
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qn>pn+ cc for n+ oo such that w(P~)=/?+~, w(q,)=a-p, and/I+p< 
w(t)<a-p for p,<t<q,. 
Since the function P is continuous, P(0) = 0 and lim,, z y(t) = 0, then 
there exists a positive integer v such that for n > v and t > p, the following 
inequality holds: 
Then from (10) we have 
ci/,,,(t,x(t))< -c,(ir+p)+dc’(l:+p)=o 
for n> v and t E (p,, qn), t #z,(x(t), y(r)) which together with (4) yields 
4 P,) 2 w(q,z). 
Hence fl~p2a-p which contradicts the assumption that a>& This 
shows that thee exists the limit 
lim W(t,x(t))=abO. 
,+CC 
If we assume now that c > 0, then we can find a number T > 0 such that 
the following inequalities should hold: 
for all t 2 T. Then, applying (10) again, we obtain 
W,,,(t, x(t)) 6 -cl (;j+d&, (;j= -;c, (;j<o 
for t 2 T, whence, in virtue of (4), by an integration we get 
W’(t,x(t))= W(T,x(T))-;c, (t-T)-+ -cc for t-baa 
which contradicts (7). 
Hence lim, - ~ W(t, x(t; t,, x0, yO)) = 0, whence by (7) we obtain that 
lim,, m x(t; t,, x0, yc) = 0. Taking account of lim,, ~ y(t; t,, x0, yO) = 0, 
we conclude that the zero solution of system (1) is attractive. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM 2. Let the conditions of‘ Theorem 1 hc suti~fi‘ed and let (I 
,function h E X e.uist such thut 
Vt, -y, .bt) < b( l/.yil + II y/l 1, (t,.r,y)EfXR’I,XR;. (11) 
Then the zero solution of’ .system (1 ) is un!fkrmly stable and equi- 
asymptotically stable. 
Proof: Let 0 <E < H. Choose 6(~) < b ‘(a(&)). As in theorem 1 it is 
proved that if toe I, .Q, E [w&, y. E KG and lIxol/ + II y,ll <HE), then 
Ilx(t, to, x0, yo)il + IIy(t; to, .Y(), yo)ll <E for t > t,,. Hence the zero solution 
of system (1) is uniformly stable. On the other hand, from Theorem 1 it 
follows that the zero soluton is asymptotically stable. Hence it is equi- 
asymptotically stable. 
THEOREM 3. Let the conditions of Theorem 2 be fulfi:lled and let a 
function b, E X exist such that 
Wt, ~1 db,(ll-XII 1, (t, x) E Ix [w;. (12) 
Then the zero solution of system (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable. 
Proof: From Theorem 2 it follows that the zero solution of system (1) 
is uniformly stable. Hence for any E, 0 <E< H, there exists 6 =6(s) ~-0, 
6 < E, such that if I/x~II + 11 yOl/ < 6, then 
ll-u(K to, -x0> Yo)// + II Y(K to, x0, Yo)ll <E for t> to. 






where d is the Lipschitz constant for the function W. 
Let, moreover, T, = T,(E) > 0 and T, = TZ(&) > 0 be such that 
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Let to E A l/x0/I + II ~41 -K 4 and let (x(t), y(t)) = ((4~ to, x0, yo), 
y(t; to, x0, y,)) be a solution of system (1). 
Assume that for all t E (to, t, + T,] the inequality /( y(t)11 >/ $8, holds. 
Then from (6) we obtain 
~c&w? y(t))G -C(IlY(t)lOd -4i6,) (17) 
for t~(t,, to+ T,], t#r,(x(t), y(t)), i= 1,2, . . . . 
Integrating (17) from t, to t,, + T, and making use of (3), (5), and (14), 
we obtain 
4~~1)64llx(~o+ T,)I/ + lI.Y(to+ ~,)ll) 
d vto+ T,,x(to+ T,), y(to+ T,)) 
d ~(fo+O,x,, Yo)--c(t~,)T, 
<b(H)-c($?,). w-45w 
&4) 
The contradiction obtained shows that there exists r i, t, < 5, d to + T, , 
such that ll~(t~)ll <@,. 
We shall prove that if for any t E [li, to + T, + T,] the inequality 
/) y(t)11 < 6, holds, then there exists t2 E [t I, 1, + T, + T,] such that 
ll.~(5~)11 < :S. Indeed, suppose that this is not true, i.e., for any 
t E [c,, to+ T, + T,] we have Ilx(t)ll 2 4s. Then, maling use of (S), A3, 
(13), and (7), we obtain 
f+‘i/(&, x(t)) G f+‘& x(t)) + d II s(t, At))ll 
G -c~(~(t,x(t)))+d~(IIy(t)lO 
f -c,(a,(ll4t)ll)) + :cI(a,(tS)) 
G -ic,(a,(t@), [E [(I, to+T, +Tzl, t#Ti(dt), ,~(t)). 
(18) 
Integrating (18) from 5, to to + T, + T, and making use of (7), (4), (12), 
and (15), we obtain 
a,(t~)G~a,(llx(to+ T, + Tdll) 
~~(t,+T,+T*,x(t,+T,+Tz)) 
6 W(t, +O,x(5,+0))-:c,(a,(:~))(to+ T,+ T,-51) 
d w(51,~(5,))-tc,(u,(f6))T,<u,(t6). 
409 140 2-4 
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The contradiction obtained shows that there exists <? E [<, , f,, + T! + T,] 
such that 11~(4~)li 11< $8. Then we have I~.u(~~)~I + 11 J$L)~I < &S + 6, < ci and 
from the uniform stability it follows that Ilx(t)ll + I/ ,t(t)ll CC for t > <?, 
Hence ilx(r)ll + IIy(t)ll <E for t>t,,+ T,(E)+ T?(E). 
Now let us suppose that there exists ri E [rl, t,,+ T, + T2] for which 
II v(r3)ll 2 6, and let t.5=inf{tE[tI, t,,+ T, + Tz]: lIv(t)ll >(i,). Then 
ll~45~)ll 66, and ll.~(f)ll ~6 for tE Ctl, ts). If IIJ(~~)/) <6,, then from the 
definition of t5 it follows that I/ ~$5~ + O)ll 3 6,) hence t5 = r,(x(ts), JJ(~~)) 
for some positive integer R. But then from A5 we obtain that 
II 145, + OIlI = II .v(ts) + CR(.4t5L .dts))ll d II ill < 6,. The contradiction 
obtained shows that l/y(55)li =6, and (s#~i(x((,), v(tS)) for i= 1, 2, 
Using again A5, we obtain that there exists r4, [, < l4 < t5 < t, + T, + T7, 
such that t4 # T,(x(~~), .v(t4)), i= 1,2, . . . . lly(1”4)ll = :S,, and 46, < 
ll.dt)ll <6, for tE(t4, (4. 
From condition A2 it follows that (d/d) /I v(r)11 d L for t # t,(x(t), y(t)), 
i= 1, 2, . . . . whence, as in the proof of Theorem 1 we obtain that 
t5- (,>6,/2L. Then from (6) it follows that 
q&9 4th y(t))G -c(Il.Y(t)lI)d -c(td,) 
for t E [t4, t5], t # ri(x(t), y(t)), i= 1, 2, . 
Integrating (19) and making use of (3), we obtain 
(19) 
Thus we have proved that if llxOll + // y,lJ < 6, the following two cases are 
possible: 
1. Ilx(t)ll + lly(t)ll <E for t3 to+ T, + T,; or 
2. there exist t4, t5, t,,<(4<<5<tO+ T, + T2, such that 
In the same way we prove that one of the following two possibilities 
takes place: 
1. Ilx(t)ll + lly(t)ll <E for t3to+2[T,(&)+ T*(E)]; or 
2. there exist t9, <,,,, to+T,+T,<i;,<5,0<t,+2[T,+T,], such 
that 
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And by induction we can prove that if llx,J + 11 yOll < 6, we have one of the 
following two cases: 
1. Ilx(f)ll + II y(t)11 <E for t > t, + (n - l)[ T,(E) + TZ(s)]; or 
2. there exist r5n--lr r5,,, ~0+(~--1)C~,+~*l<5*,~,<5,,<~0+ 
n[T, + T2], such that 
If for any positive integer n > v the second one holds, then, making 
use of 
(6), and (16), we obtain 
c v54r x(Ll), Y(L)) - 4m 2L 
(v- lPl<() 
1 
which contradicts (5). 
Hence for t > to + v[ TV + TZ(s)] = to + T(E) the inequality ilx(t)li + 
II y(t)/1 < E holds. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
The method that was applied can be used for the investigation of the 
global stability of the zero solution of systems with impulses. We shall give 
only the formulations of the assertions since the proofs are analogous to 
the proofs of Theorems 1,2, and 3. 
Next we consider a system of the form (1) for which 
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DEFINITION 4. The zero solution of system ( 1 ) is called 
(a) globally attractive if (V~>O)(V~EO)(V~~,EI) (V(.Y(,, J‘~))E 
R” x [w”‘, IIX()/I + II y,/I < 2) (30 = a(t,,, x0, ?‘(), x, i:) > 0) 
(b) globally equi-attractive if the number 0 from (a) does not depend 
on (x,, yo) E R” x IV; 
(c) globally asymptotically stable if it is stable and globally attrac- 
tive, 
(d) globally equi-asymptotically stable if it is stable and globally 
equi-attractive. 
We shall say that conditions (C) are satisfied if the following conditions 
hold: 
Cl. The functions ,f(t, x), g(t, I’), and h(t, x, y) are continuous in 
their definition domains and f( t, 0) = 0, g( t, 0) = 0, h( t, 0,O) = 0 for t E I. 
C2. For each H > 0 there exists a constant L(H) > 0 such that 
lIh(t, x, y)ll <L(H) for (t, x, y)~lx R”,x iw;. 
C3. There exists a continuous function P: I+ I such that P(0) = 0 
and II dt, Y)II G P(lI A 1 for (6 Y) E Ix R”. 
C4. The functions A,, B;, Ci are continuous in their definition 
domains and A,(O) = 0, B;(O) = 0, C,(O, 0) = 0. 
C5. The functions zi(x, y) are continuous in KY* x R’” and the 
relations 
O<z,(x, y)<t,(x, .Y)< .“, lim t,(x, y) = a3 i- Y. 
hold uniformly in R” x R’“, 
inf si+ ,(x, y) - sup ri(x, y) 2 0 > 0. wx w wxw 
C6. For any H > 0 from XE rW> and y E 178; it follows that 
Il~+Ai(x)+‘~(.Y)ll d llxll and Ily+ C,(x, y)II 6 llyll, i= 1, 2, . . . . 
THEOREM 4. Let the,following conditions hold: 
1. Conditions (B) and (C) hold. 
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2. There exists a function V E “y; defined in Ix R” x KY” and functions 
a, c E X such that 
4 I/XII + II YII ) G V(t, x, Y), (t, x, y) E Ix R” x I&!“, 
~,&X> Y)G -4IYll) for (t,~,y)EZxR”xR~,t#~~(x,y), 
and a(v) + CC for v + cc. 
3. There exists a function WE w0 defined in Ix R” and functions a,, 
c, E K such that 
alWll 1 d W(t, x), (t,x)EzXR” 
C)k xl G -c,( wt, xl), (t, X)EZX R”, t#zJx,O) 
and,for each H > 0 there exists a constant d(H) > 0 such that 
IWh xl)-- Wt, 4 <d(H) lb, -x4, tEz,XI,X*EIR;. 
Then the zero solution of system (1) is globally asymptotically stable. 
THEOREM 5. Let the conditions of Theorem 4 be satisfied and let a 
function bEX exist such that 
f’It> x, ~)<b(llxll + IIYII), (t,x, y)cZx wx If-P. 
Then the zero solution of system (1) is globally equi-asymptotically stable. 
THEOREM 6. Let the conditions of Theorem 5 hold and let a function 
b,EX exist such that W(t,x)<b,(l(xll)for (t,x)EZxR”. 
Then the zero solution of system (1) is uniformly globally asymptotically 
stable. 
4. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the system 
x= -qx-p(t)y 
I; = x, t # t, (20) 
dxII=t,=a,x, d.Y Ir = t, = bix, 
where x, y E [WI, q > 0, p(t) > 0 is a continuous and bounded for t E I 
function, - 1 < aj < 0, - 1 < bi < 0, 0 < t, < t, < .. , and lim, _ ~ ti = 00. 
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Together with system (20) consider the equation 
.t = -q-u, f # f, 
n.r ( , _ f, = u, s. 
We shall use the functions 
Then 
kv(zl,(f, x)= -2qx’ 
for t # t, and 
V(ti+O,x+u,x, y+b,y)G V(t,,x, y) 
W(t, + 0, x + a,x) d W(t,, x). 
If there exists a constant z > 0 such that 
I21 1 
then the conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied. Hence, the zero solution of 
system (20) is uniformly globally asymptotically stable if condition (22) 
holds. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the system 
1 = ax + b(t) y 
,+=cx+f(t, Y), t#t, (23) 
dxII=,,=V, AY I, = I, = b, L 
where x, y E R’, the functions ,f: Ix R’ -+ R’, h: Z-r R’ are continuous, 
O<t,<t2< ~~~,lim,,,t,=co. 
Consider as well the equation 
i=ax, t # t, 
AXI ,=,, =a,x. 
(24) 
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We set 
Then 
q2‘& x) = 2ax2. 
From Theorem 6 it follows that the zero solution of system (23) is 
globally uniformly asymptotically stable if the following conditions hold: 
1. U-CO. 
2. -l<u,<O, -1<b,<O,i=1,2 ,.... 
3. b(t) is bounded, f( t, y) is continuously differentiable with respect 
to t, and for any H > 0 we have 
4. (uf(t, y)/y)-cb(t) > a(y) >O, y ~0, t 20, where a(y) is con- 
tinuous and cc(O) = 0. 
5. 210 + (f(t> Y)/Y)I Ccb(t) - (d(f, Y)/Y)I y2 + c&f) y2 - 
2u 1; f,‘(t, q) dq >/B(y) >O, y #O, t>O, where /I(r) is continuous and 
P(O) = 0. 
6. f; ycr(y)dy= +co. 
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